
Nektony announces MacCleaner Pro v.3.0, - a professional macOS cleaning program designed for users
who face low disk space and slow system performance. MacCleaner Pro can safely clean up and speed up
your Mac with a few clicks. It allows you to find and remove useless junk files. Version 3.0 brought a totally
new design, new cleanup features, and updated PRO tools.

Remove cache files and other junk to free up disk space.
Completely uninstall applications with all their leftovers.
Manage Mac extensions and Internet plugins.
Analyze your disk space usage and find the bulkiest content.
Find and remove duplicate files and folders, similar photos and even merge folders.
Monitor memory usage and clear inactive RAM to speed up your Mac’s performance.
Find and manage hidden files.

Odesa, Ukraine - September 23, 2022

Nektony is proud to announce the release of MacCleaner Pro v.3.0. It is a Mac cleaning and optimizing
utility that allows you to easily find and remove all junk files, like cache, logs, mail attachments, language
files, installations, duplicate files, and more. It allows you to free up RAM with one click, disable startup
programs remove unneeded extensions, reindex Spotlight or Mail, analyze disk space usage, uninstall
unneeded apps without leaving their remains, hide files and find hidden items on your Mac. The bundle of
apps helps you quickly get rid of all unneeded digital staff, recover significant disk space, and, as a result,
enjoy a smoothly-working Mac computer as a new one. 

Unlike other cleaning apps for macOS, MacCleaner Pro is a bundle of professional tools that allow you to
perform a deep Mac cleanup. With the Pro tools, you can find and remove duplicate files, similar photos,
similar music, merge your folders and organize your files. With the other tools, you can completely
uninstall apps, find the leftovers of already removed apps, operate hidden files, and monitor memory
usage by apps. 
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A yearly subscription costs $29.95 (USD)
One-time purchase costs $74.95 (USD)

MacCleaner Pro is available on Nektony's website. A free trial allows using all the features without any
limitations. The developers provide different pricing options, including subscription plans and one-time
purchases.

macOS 10.11 or later 
64-bit processor

Nektony is a Ukrainian software development company passionate about Apple technologies and
products and committed to releasing functional, stable, and efficient applications for all Mac fans. The
company's software development experience allows it to work on projects of nearly any complexity and
create products with outstanding usability. 
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